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What is Action Research? 

A fluid, unfolding process of research 
 

 Involves recursive cycles of questioning, gathering 
data, critical reflection and deciding on a course of 
action 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 







Key Characteristics of Action Research 

 Collaborative in nature 
 

 Fosters leadership regardless of an educator’s role and tenure 
 

 Builds on educators’ interests – it allows them to research their own 
practice in their own setting 

 

 Educators learn from their experiences as the project progresses and can 
apply new learning to practice 

 

 Educators revise directions and priorities for practice as the cycles of 
research continue 

 



In an Action Research Cycle… 

 Develop a research question about something of key interest 
and concern 

 

 Develop starting points for action or a plan based on your 
research question 

 

 Follow the plan to make things happen 
 

 Reflect on and analyse the data collected 
 

 Begin the process again 
 Questioning, gathering data, critical reflection, deciding on a course of action 



Developing a Research Question 

 Collaboratively identify an issue relevant to your setting 
 

 Develop a research question that is:  
 Important to the staff group and makes sense to everyone 
 Is specific to the topic you are investigating but also has scope 
 Is change-oriented and knowledge-generating, but also manageable (not too 

broad, narrow or vague) (MacNaughton & Hughes, 2009) 

 Leads to logical starting points for action 

 
 

Note: You may have an overarching theme for the action research project, with several individual yet 
interrelated investigations occurring at one time 

 



Example Research Question 

 

What is the value of pretend gunplay in children’s 
experiences at our centre?  

 

 

 

  

   



Starting Points for Action: Making a Plan 

Watch the gunplay and document children’s experiences and language 
 

Gather the perspectives of children, parents, educators and critical friends 
 

 Read literature about pretend play, and gunplay specifically 
 

Access theories that allow different ways of viewing children’s play 
scenarios  
 

Use a reflective journal to document educator’s thinking and responses to 
gunplay 







An emergent curriculum 
model for  

educators rather than 
children 



                         Content Model        Research Model 
 

 Shifts professional development from a traditional content-model to a 
research-model for professional learning 

 

 Educators can make use of a research-model to ‘sell’ their professionalism 
to parents and community 

 

 Sustained, contextualised professional learning as a right for educators in 
the before-school sector 

Action Research as Professional Development 



In Centres, Action Research Supports… 

 Cross-classroom collaborations 
 

 Cross-qualification collaborations 
 

 Leadership skills 
 

 Ownership over the direction of one’s professional learning 
 

 Combination of in-service and specially catered external PD 
 

           

 



Institutional Considerations 

 Building a shared language around research of centres (e.g., relating 
existing, everyday practices to research processes) 

 

 Developing key skill sets: critical reflection and applying literature and 
theories  
 

 Release of staff (e.g., using PD budget for relief staff) 
 

 Constructing professional development in new ways 
 

 Establishing key roles (e.g., mentors/facilitators) 
 



The Roles of a Facilitator or Mentor 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Active 

listening 

    Interposing 

   Resourcing 

   Mentoring 



Facilitators/Mentors: Helping to Maintaining Progress 

 Helping to build educator ownership over the action research 
project and cycles 

 

 Building trust and being present in different ways (face-to-face 
discussions and meetings, journal entries, online forums etc.) 

 

 Locating and creating links between projects and/or multiple 
centres 

 

 Connecting educators with opportunities external to the service 
 



How do we 

document the 

process? 



Documenting the Action Research Process 

 Documentation should be a robust representation of the action research 
process 

 

 It is not possible to capture all of the intricacies of action research cycles, 
but the documentation should illustrate how technical features of action 
research were attended to, and how educators created changes in 
thinking and practice 

 

Technical features = cycles of questioning, gathering data,  

critical reflection, and deciding on a course of action  

 



Documentation 

Ways to collect data and document 
 

 Observations (e.g., learning story, anecdotal record) 
 Photographs 
 Note-taking (e.g., staff meetings, record-keeping) 
 Parent and/or staff survey 
 Concept maps/webbing 
 Facebook posts 
 Interviews 
 Informal conversations 
 Ongoing reflections 
 Drawings 

 

 

 

 



Capturing input from educators at a staff meeting using Webbing (note the research question is recorded at the centre) 



Notes from a Staff Meeting:  
Gathering the input of educators 
– this led to new questions about 
sustainability practices with 
young children 



Accessing Literature: Noting key points and highlighting sections for fellow educators 



Making Plans: An educator’s drawing 
of plans for a community garden 

Connecting with Community: 
Information for staff and families 

about relevant events and workshops 



Planning for short-term and long-
term goals around Sustainability.  
 
Note the comment from the Centre 
Director at the bottom of the page. A 
communal action research journal 
allows all staff to check-in with the 
project when they are able. 



Using a Concept Map to capture an overview of the project at Week 6. This helps 
to identify what has been achieved and new directions for action research cycles. 



Links between the Concept Map and 
educators’ documentation showing 

changes to curriculum practices with 
young children 



Reflecting and posing new questions 



Newsletters: Making the action research project accessible 
for families.  
 
Sharing information about the project openly with key 
stakeholders allows educators to show evidence of the 
intellectual nature of their work with young children and 
how the centre is embedding a research culture. 



Posing questions using familiar technology: 
Collecting and documenting educators’ input via 
Facebook posts 



Multiple Purposes 

 

Action Research is your work, not more work 

 

 Consider the value of your action research documentation for assessment 
and rating purposes 

 

 You will capture data (information) about individual children and groups of 
children, learning experiences, critical reflection, parent/family 
perspectives, connections with the local community, staff feedback and so 
forth.  

 



High quality 
critical 

reflection 

Sustained, highly 
relevant and 

personalised PD 

Develop a deep 
understanding 
of the teaching 

and learning 
context 

Ongoing 
opportunities for 

collaboration 

Positive impact 
on children, 

educators and 
families 

Improve and 
enrich the 
curriculum 

Improve, 
develop and 

extend teaching 
strategies 

Highlights the 
intellectual 
nature of 

educators’ work 

Enhance 
content 

knowledge 

Explore, challenge 
and understand 
the relationship 
between beliefs 

and practice 

Value of 
action 

research for 
early 

childhood 
educators 



Educators’ Experiences of Action Research 

It’s good to do group work and something that’s useful for the centre. You can use it straight away, so it’s  

practical – something the centre can use daily rather than sticking your PD notes in the cupboard and not  

using them. (Karen, Educational Leader)  

 

Everyone has their own perspective on what they’re interested in and how to make it more meaningful for  

them I think, which is really important … they did a lot of research … they reflected a lot and thought  

about what they needed to learn and how they needed to go about learning it in the best way. As  

professional development, it was personal. (Marisa, Centre Director)  

 

The project has created such motivation and enthusiasm for me. It made me want to get up in the  

morning and go, “Wow, I can explore these different things, implement different things, follow my passion,  

and then see the opportunities for the children’”. (Misty, Group Leader)  

 

 

 


